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Feeding the Portuguese Water Dog  
(also applicable to other breeds) 

by  

Jane Anderson  
 
Ever since I have had dogs, I have fed them a raw diet. I also have ferrets and 
cats, and because they are carnivores too, they also get fed a raw diet. All are 
flourishing. Health issues here are rare. Whilst my specialty in dogs is 
Portuguese Water Dogs, I have also fostered several other breeds including 
greyhounds, great danes, and borzoi, and have a 14 year old toy poodle.  
 

 
 
The health of the Portuguese Water Dog, like many other breeds, has been very 
much affected badly by three things that major companies have tried to convince 
us are of benefit. These are:  

• Diet - as discussed on this page  
• Vaccines - please click here to find out a considerable amount about the 

negative effects of vaccines  
• Poisons - such as worming treatments, and flea treatments  

 
It is critical to understand that not only is the health of your pet a result of 
genetics, but also of their environment. And some of the environmental factors, 
including the three listed above, can go on to affect generations of your pets. 
Indeed I would argue that unless you ensure you are taking care of the 
environmental issues around your dog, then I wonder why you would waste the 
money on any genetic testing at all!  
They MUST go hand in hand.  
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You will not find out this information from pet food companies, pharmaceutical 
companies, nor most vets. Remember, a healthy pet is not a profitable 
commodity for these industries.  

 

 
 

When I first started with PWD's, at the time, it seemed the majority of people did 
not feed a raw diet. There is evidence that many of the health problems in the 
PWD are directly caused by the very health care procedures being used to try 
and reduce health problems. (eg: de-worming strategies) Over time this has 
changed dramatically. Now there are less and less people who are prepared to 
risk the health of their dog through an incorrect diet, and people are also 
understanding the detrimental impact of vaccines and other poisons.  
 

 
And we won't even place puppies with people who won't feed a raw diet. Check 
out the application form here  with our list of requirements, because the health 
and well being of our dogs is too important. In addition, we will not allow our dogs 
to be used at stud unless the owners of the bitch feed their bitch raw, and commit 
to only placing puppies in raw fed homes. Check out our link here  for more info 
on our stud dog rules.  
Whilst it is up to pet owners to really do their own research, below is the tips I 
give people when they ask me how I feed my dogs. Importantly, people who 
won't feed raw will not get one of my puppies. If they break their commitment to 
feeding raw, they lose their health guarantee.  
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Jane’s simple outline for success
 

 
1. Keep the diet simple. There are no prizes for feeding a complex diet, and in 

fact a correct raw diet is not complicated at all  
2. Start with something simple. Most people start with chicken because it is 

easily available.  
3. Avoid chicken necks and chicken wings by themselves, unless they are 

attached the bigger parts of the bird. We prefer to feed bigger pieces 
where ever possible  

4. We feed fish at least twice a week, and sometimes daily  
5. Where ever we can, we feed "whole" foods such as eggs, whole rabbit, 

whole fish (yes, this includes the head, fins, scales, and guts), pigeon, etc.  
6. Variety is necessary as part of the diet. Do not just feed chicken, for 

example.  
7. Feed organ meat - such as liver, heart, etc, once a week - approximately 

half a kilo a week is plenty.  
8. Feed meat on the bone, but don't make the mistake of feeding large bare 

bones. There must be plenty of meat on the bone. Don't make the mistake 
of just feeding meat.  

9. There are no prizes for feeding the most expensive food types. Source 
what is available locally. Feeding a raw diet should be less expensive then 
feeding an artificial diet.  

10. Avoid ground food. 
11. Do not feed veggies, nor supplements, nor grains, nor fruit.  
12. Avoid pre-made raw food. Never ever buy pre-made raw. It's expensive, 

it's quality varies considerably, and it is not an appropriate diet for any dog 
I have bred.  

13. Don't get hooked into the concept of "menu plans". Simply feed a range of 
foods over a week.  
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Further Information 
• The PWD for feeding raw – http://www.yahoogroups.com/group/rawpwd 
• General raw feeding list  - the most comprehensive on the web : 

http://www.yahoogroups.com/group/rawfeeding 
• Vaccines  - and the dangers of these and other poisons – 

http://www.yahoogroups.com/group/truthaboutvaccines 
• Raw chat list – http://www.yahoogroups.com/group/rawchat 
• Jane’s Bluegrace email list: http://www.yahoogroups.com/group/bluegrace 
 

 
 

Troubleshooting  
There are some fantastic books out there which we recommend you read. Take it from me, 
we've probably read all the good ones, so can shortcut your reading program.   
 
Check out our Bluegrace gear at:  www.cafepress.com/bluegrace 

 
 

Links:  
www.bluegrace.com 
www.rawlearning.com 
www.thedogleader.com - for behavioural issues 
 
Email:   jane@bluegrace.com 
 
Jane can also be contacted by phone on 0412 113 824  (please be aware of time 
differences if calling internationally.) 


